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Abstract

Encryption was “need of the hour” when it was invented but with the progress of time researchers have shown that it is not very effective when implemented alone. Many attacks are present in the present time, which can break any simple encryption in no time. Therefore, researchers have proposed and proved various techniques, which can work along encryption and can increase security by many folds. This paper aims at bringing essence of this evolution and benefits that tag along with it in one document. Various researchers have different point of view regarding the use of techniques and their benefits along with it, some of those point of views and their reasons are given in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Evolution of cryptography is not an eye opening invention, because it is continuously adapting itself and modifying itself from the time of its existence. However, in recent times it is proved by various researchers that cryptography on its own is not secure and possibly open for attacks [1,6], which mostly can prove to be successful. In the counterattack of this loophole various additive techniques are proposed, some of which proved to be of great advantage in respect of security. One of the most primal and easily implemented technique is to add authentication to encryption and makes it authenticated encryption; another could be to add steganography to cryptography, and so are others. The scope of this will aim at elaborating the branch in which authentication is added to cryptography. Authenticated encryption (hereafter AE) is a symmetric key encryption scheme that provides authenticity and integrity in addition to confidentiality, which is provided by simple encryption. It was used for key wrapping, i.e., protecting the transportations of cryptographic keys. Some basic sub categories of authentication encryption are Hash-then-Encrypt (HÉ), MAC-then-Encrypt (MÉ), Encrypt-the-MAC (EtM) and Encrypt-and-MAC (E&M). Decryption and authentication is straightforward in all these approaches at the receiver’s end, where either authentication is done prior to decryption or visa-versa. All these techniques have security vulnerabilities if not executed properly. However, if properly executed, they all can provide higher level of security. One of the working applications of HÉ is WEP (wireless equivalent protocol) for protecting Wi-Fi networks, which had some fundamental weaknesses and led to its replacement.

Another advantage of AE is that, it gives security against chosen plain text attack (here after CPA) and chosen cipher text attack (here after CCA). When checking for any attack, it is assumed that attacker knows the encryption algorithm and still if encryption technique prevents adversary from getting information, then it is considered secure algorithm. There are many examples of CPA, in some cases adversary can send a cipher text that he acquired during eavesdropping, to the decryption server and get plain text in return. In other (and most) cases adversary can learn partial information about the message and not the complete plain text. In the case of AE, even if an assumption is taken that the adversary can obtain encryption of an arbitrary message of his choice (CPA) or he can decrypt any cipher text of his choice (CCA) and his goal is to break semantic security; then also he cannot do it [6].

Many researchers have worked on AE and provided varies schemes that provide better structural design of AE. Rogaway and shrimpton proposed nonce bases MRAE (misuse resistant AE) and introduced synthetic initialization vector scheme (SIV). In the terms of cryptography, a number, which cannot be repeated, is termed as nonce. It helps in providing security against replay attack where every communication has an issued random and unique number called nonce. SIV is a block cipher mode of operation, which takes three inputs, a key, plain text, and multiple variable length octet string, this string is not encrypted but is used for authentication [5]. SIV gives a cipher text as output which has same length as that of the plain text. SIV can be used to achieve two goals, either it will provide deterministic AE or nonce based MRAE.

2. Related work

Various techniques are proposed by researchers in recent times to make communication secure and authentic. In [1] RIV (Random Initialization Vector) is merged with robust authenticated encryption to increase efficiency of robust authenticated encryption. Tjuawinata, I., Huang, T., & Wu, H performed cryptanalysis of authenticated encryption COFFEE [4] and proposed ways by which security can be improved in it. AES is one of the most widely accepted encryption algorithm, and thus used as a base in many methodologies such as SIV [5] and RIV. Some academicians have
worked on attacks on cipher texts, and explained how various attacks will work. Ways by which security can be increased by prevention from those attacks is also explained [6]. Some researchers have even proved that merging two cryptographic techniques can result in better security [9]. Another technique, which is used for security increment, is steganography. Steganography is an art of hiding something in plain sight. Many variations of steganography are in existence; such as hiding a message in images [12] or performing a multi-layer embedding using a reverse local histogram shifting [11]. Some review work is also present which teaches techniques for data hiding [10] for improvement in security. With the improvement of technology, need for increased security arose; resulting in techniques such as visual cryptography [14]. Even after all improvements, there are many threats on security, which are explained in [17]. Thinking out of the box, techniques such as discrete logarithms are used with digital signatures and public key cryptosystem to improve system efficiency in the field of security. Biometric systems are considered the highest level of security, but even this technology faces some challenges and issues [21] and need some further improvements.

Cryptography has always been the base of this security but as explained above, need of a counterpart is need of the hour. AE with proper implementation has proved its worth on various grounds [1, 4, 5], but the main part has always been its proper implementation. To implement it properly various modifications and upgradations are done on the basic AE technique [1, 2, and 5]. The need for authenticated encryption arose when only integrity (authenticity) security of a message was not sufficient and the need of confidentiality started to grow. On the base level only four sub classes of authenticated encryption was present, namely: hash then encrypt, MAC then encrypt, encrypt then MAC and encrypt and MAC. Theoretically all four seemed easy to implement with straightforward decryption and authentication but without proper implementation all four started to fail by the hands of cryptanalysts. This does not mean that they were not used; some of the most basic techniques in Wi-Fi security, i.e. WEP was based on hash then encrypt. The next stage in the modification of authenticated encryption was subtle authenticated encryption, which mostly used nonce based authenticated encryption.Nonce is a random generated number, which cannot repeat. Nonce was the base of subtle authenticated encryption but it somehow proved to be the reason of its failure, because if nonce is repeated due to any reason; it be either human error or chosen cipher text attack by attacker; the technique fails [6]. Subtle authenticated encryption uses synthetic initialization vector, which uses static initialization numeric values. However, the next stages perform two level modifications in SAE. In the first modification, SIV was replaced by random initialization vector (RIV), which removed the static shortcomings of the prior technique. Second modification was in the basic structure of the technique, where basic AES was replaced by ChaCha structure. ChaCha structure is a block cipher based technique that proved its worth at various levels of security and it widely used in various applications [3]. Another methodology that came onto bright light was HS1, which when added with basic SIV, and followed the basic structure of ChaCha 20, proved to increase security of data transmission by many folds [22]. Crypt-analysis on many techniques even showed that the need of modifications in the existing algorithms is the need of the hour [6, 7, and 17]. Various techniques proposed by researchers for modifications in current technology used for data transmission. Some of the methodologies whose base is AE are explained below with more details.

### 2.1 Subtle Authenticated Encryption

Various attacks proved that when data is only privacy protected, it fails to give security and needs additional authentication to increase the level of security. Until date, many combined modes of encryption and authentication have developed ([RFC5116], [RFC3610], [GCM], [JUTLA], and [OCB], etc.) which comes under the category of AE [5], that works with nonce. Another category of AE is deterministic and uses nonce less technique. Key wrapping is an excellent application of this category, which is used for protecting transportation of cryptographic keys.

Phillip Rogaway and Thomas Shrimpton proposed SIV that became the next step in the category of basic AE. It provides both nonce based AE and nonce less, deterministic key wrapping. SIV contains two constructions, which are S2V, CTR. S2V contains a pseudo random function (PRF), and CTR contains an encryption/decryption construction. They both uses AES block cipher technique with a key length of 128,192 or 256 bits.

### 2.2 ChaCha

ChaCha stream cipher is defined as a stand by cipher, which comes from a family of algorithms in which software only (even C language) implementations can give fast and secure results comparable to AES algorithm, which is considered as gold standard in encryption, but is accelerated by hardware implementation. Not only security, AES also provides speed that varies from three times to ten times from many other encryption algorithms such as 3DES [22]. In [22], need of a standby cipher is also explained. In present times many current security algorithms are based on AES because of its speed and hardware implementations, but if in near future AES fails then security of many applications will be at a stake. Its only possible replacement will be 3DES which is many folds slower than it; and thus there is a need of a standby technique which can replace AES with same efficiency and without doing and compromises with security. ChaCha20 is a software based cipher, which is three times faster than AES in systems where software only implementation is present.

Explanation of complete ChaCha algorithm is out of the scope of this paper, but some key points are worth mentioning, such as –

1. Basic operation of ChaCha algorithm is done in a quarter round where the operation is done on four 32 bits unsigned integers.
2. ChaCha20 means there will be 20 rounds of processing (or 80 quarter rounds)
3. Other variations of ChaCha stream cipher are ChaCha8 (32 quarter rounds) and ChaCha12 (48 quarter rounds)

Assuming four 32 bits signed integers to be a, b, c and d; the actual operation in one quarter round is this

\[
\begin{align*}
1. & \quad a = b; \\
2. & \quad c += d; b ^= c; b <<<= 16;
\end{align*}
\]

Where “+” denotes integer addition modulo 2^32, “^” denotes a bitwise Exclusive OR (XOR), and “<<<=” denotes an n-bit left rotation (towards the high bits)”.

Actual operation of quarter rounds are not explained here but just showing output of one quarter round is explained below:

**Assuming**

- \( a = 0x11111111 \)
- \( b = 0x01020304 \)
- \( c = 0x9b8ad6f3 \)
- \( d = 0x12345678 \)

After one quarter round on these four numbers, using formulas given above, the output will be

- \( a = 0xea2a02b4 \)
- \( b = 0xcb1c8e \)
- \( c = 0x4581472e \)
- \( d = 0x5881c4bb \)

Applying four-quarter rounds will complete a round. Application of ChaCha20 consists of 20 rounds and 80-quarter rounds. Increase in number of rounds will surely result in better security.
3. HS1-SIV

HS1 (Hash-Stream 1) is a pseudo random function (hereafter PRF) which is used to provide AE through SIV proposed by Rogaway and Shrimpton. It is designed to provide high software speed on systems like Intel SSE, ARM Neon, etc. HS1 takes an arbitrary input string and an initialization vector (hereafter IV) and gives a pseudo random string of any desired length as output. For every different pair of input and IV that is provided to HS1, it has a high probability of giving an independent pseudo random string.

SIV, as explained earlier, uses a block cipher based PRF with an input of associated data and plain text to create an SIV. This SIV is used to perform encryption on plain text using a “block cipher encryption scheme”. In case of HS1-SIV, HS1 is used to instantiate SIV mode. When HS1 is provided with an “input, IV” pair, it hashes the input using the hash function. Then it XOR’s this hash result with the key of stream cipher and uses the HS1 IV as the stream cipher’s IV. The primary advantage of it is that this stream cipher will produce as many bytes as desired. It’s second advantage is that the stream cipher will produce independent pseudo random output streams for as long as “hash result, IV” pair is never repeated and with an assumption that stream cipher is secured against related key attacks.

HS1-SIV can work on various interfaces but ChaCha stream cipher is the one best suited for it. As explained earlier various versions of ChaCha stream cipher such as ChaCha8, ChaCha12, ChaCha20. HS1-SIV as explained by [2] uses ChaCha20 that takes four inputs – A 32 byte key, A 12 byte IV, A plain text and an initial counter value. The resultant will be a cipher text with same length as of the plain text and is a pseudo random.

The only assumption HS1-SIV takes is that AES is secure. By taking this “only” assumption, HS1-RIV is proposed. HS1-RIV will use a pseudo-random function called HS1 (or Hash-Stream 1) and will provide authenticated encryption through RIV. HS1 is designed for high software speed on systems with good processing, without SIMD support. HS1 takes an arbitrary input string and an initialization vector and produces a pseudo random string of any desired length. This feature of HS1 makes it compatible to be used with SIV and RIV. The proposal includes replacement of simple pseudo random function with HS1 for initialization in RIV. Simple replacement of initialization vector will increase the efficiency and security of the proposed algorithm. Final step of proposal includes replacement of RIV with HS1-RIV in [1] to further improve its security. HS1-SIV can provide variable input length and variable output length pseudo random function. The proposal aims at exploiting the advantage that is also provided by HS1-RIV with an addition of better security against chosen plaintext attack. RIV takes the complete structure of SIV, with an additional call to internal PRF for security, against chosen plaintext attack.

4. Robust Authenticated Encryption

It comes from the family of AE that aims to overcome the drawbacks present in subtle AE. Previously various robust AE schemes are proposed but most of them failed in CAESAR submissions (only four proved robust against leakage of invalid plain text out of total 57 CAESAR submissions) [1]. The work proposed in [1] works on modular framework and is called robust IV, which provides SAE security that is provable. RIV is a successor of SIV that inherits features such as simplicity and strong security from SIV and in addition to this provides robustness against leakage of invalid plain text.

4.1 Modifications in Robust Authenticated Encryption

Robust AE (hereafter RAE) was a modification to subtle AE (SAE) that aims at increasing the security provided by it. The advantage of RAE is that it provides security even in the case when unverified plaintext is released; and in addition, it inherits all the advantages of SAE. In earlier proposals of RAE, SIV was used which either achieves the goal of nonce based-misuse resistant authenticated encryption or deterministic authenticated encryption. However, [1] proposed Random IV (hereafter RIV) based RAE, which was AES based instantiation of RIV. It was proved that RIV based robust authentication encryption is more secure when compared to SIV based robust authentication encryption, with an only assumption that “AES is secure”.

5. Proposed Work

In consent to the above discussion, it is proved that when SIV is replaced by RIV in RAE it proved to be more secure. However, if SIV is an essential structural base for some algorithm it can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Key Search</th>
<th>SIV Collision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hs1-siv-lo</td>
<td>$n/2^{56}$</td>
<td>$n^2/2^{56} + n^2/2^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hs1-siv</td>
<td>$n/2^{56}$</td>
<td>$n^2/2^{112} + n^2/2^{128}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hs1-siv-hi</td>
<td>$n/2^{56}$</td>
<td>$n^2/2^{168} + n^2/2^{256}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Adversary’s probability of success over n encryptions, each of no more than 2^{32} bytes, or n key guesses
In the process of decryption, as explained in figure 3, authenticator is also used as initialization vector. Decryption is also dependent on various parameters for security and performance. Detailed proposal, results and security proofs will follow in next paper.

6. Conclusion

As a conclusion, it is witnessed, that there are various ways by which efficiency and security of encryption is increased. Be it improvement in encryption, by adding authentication to encryption in cipher techniques such as subtle authenticated encryption, robust authenticated encryption, or merging encryption with steganography. This paper proposes that to improve security of encryption further “hash stream 1” and random initialization vector are merged with basic AES encryption or ChaCha cipher structure. The resultant methodology will provide security against unverified plaintext in addition to all the advantages of HS1-SIV. However, it is just a proposal whereas proofs and results will follow in next paper.
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